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Abstract. The nuclear polarization of H2 molecules formed by recombination of polarized H atoms on
surface of a storage cell coated with a silicon-based polymer has been measured by using the longitudinal
double spin asymmetry in deep inelastic positron-proton scattering. The measurement has evidenced that
the recombining atoms emanating from the surface present a significant nuclear polarization.

PACS. 29.25.P Polarized Targets – 34.09.+q Atomic and Molecular Collision Processes and Interactions
– 39.10.+j Atomic and Molecular Beams Sources and Techniques – 13.88.+e Polarization in Interactions
and Scattering
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1 Introduction

suffer radiation damage bacause it is continously replenished. Examples of the successful use of this technique are

During the past years, increased use has been made of
measurements of spin correlation parameters in protonpolarized hydrogen and deuterium gas targets, which are
proton scattering at the Indiana University Cyclotron Faplaced in the circulating beams of storage rings. In orcility (IUCF) [4] and studies of electromagnetic form facder to increase their thickness over that obtained by a
tors at the storage rings VEPP-3 in Novosibirsk [5] and
jet of polarized atoms, the beam from atomic sources is
AmPS at NIKHEF, Amsterdam [6]. The HERMES exdirected into an open, cooled cell (storage cell) in which
periment uses such an internal target to study deep inthe atoms make several hundred collisions before escaping.
elastic scattering of positrons off polarized H nuclei [7,
In order to maintain high polarization, the storage cells
8]. The precise knowledge of the polarization value is reare usually coated with organosilicon, chemicallly nonrequired to measure the spin-dependent processes. Unlike
active materials [1–3]. These targets offer distinct advanexperiments with hadron beams or with medium-energy
tages: they present no dilution of the polarization, they
electron beams, at HERMES energies there is no scatterenable the detection of low-energy recoils, they guarantee
ing process which could provide the absolute value of the
high-systematic precision thanks to the rapid switching
target polarization with acceptable statistics. Therefore,
of the sign of the polarization and the gas itself does not
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for the HERMES experiment a target polarimeter with

ization of the atoms is measured directly, the polarization

1.2

β

good absolute precision is required [9]. While the polar-

1

of H2 molecules derived from recombination in the target
cell is unknown; this causes an additional systematic un-

0.8

certainty in the target polarization. The nuclear polarization of recombined H2 molecules has been recently studied

0.6

in a separate experiment [10]: polarized atoms have been
made to recombine using a copper surface and the nu-

0.4

HERMES
(H on Drifilm)

AmPS
(D on Cu)
IUCF
(H on Cu)

clear polarization of the molecules has been measured by
0.2

elastic proton-proton scattering. The result of this measurement is not applicable to the silicon-polymer coated
storage cells where surface characteristics different from
those of a metal are involved. The other existing measurement of polarization of recombined atoms concerns tensor

Fig. 1. Summary of the existing recombination studies. The
newly obtained HERMES meaurement at 260 K with a holding
field of 330 mT, is compared to the measurement by AmPS
and IUCF obtained at room temperature and magnetic holding

polarized D atoms and was also observed on a copper surfields of 28 mT and 440 mT respectively.

face [11]. The present work reports the first measurement
of the polarization of molecules which have been obtained

ization of molecules after recombination (Pm ) and atoms

via recombination of polarized atoms on a silicon-based

before recombination (Pa ).

polymer. The measurement has been performed by detecting a well known spin correlation parameter in the

2 Experimental Setup

deep inelastic scattering of polarized leptons off a polarized target [12]: the spectrometer of the HERMES experi-

2.1 The HERMES Spectrometer

ment has been employed for this purpose. A signficant spin
The HERMES experiment is installed in the HERA storpolarization has been measured which can be traced back
age ring at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg. It uses the
to a long-lived nuclear polarization of atoms chemisorbed
positron beam of 27.6 GeV energy with maximum current
to the insulating surface. The results of the present reof 40 mA. The positrons become transversely polarized
combination studies are reported in Fig.1. The parameter
by emission of synchrotron radiation [13]. Longitudinal
β = Pm /Pa expresses the ratio between the nuclear polar-

polarization of the positron beam at the interaction point
is achieved by spin rotators situated upstream and down-
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stream the experiment. The beam polarization is contin-

ABS

uously measured using Compton back-scattering of circularly polarized light. Two polarimeters are used, one
measuring the transverse polarization in the HERA West

storage cell

straight section [14] and the other measuring the longi-

e+beam
magnet coils

tudinal polarization near the HERMES target [15] with
low systematic uncertainties. Positron identification in the

B

momentum range 2.1 to 27.6 GeV is accomplished by using

iron yoke

a lead-glass block calorimeter, a transition-radiation detector and a preshower hodoscope. This system provides

TGA

positron identification with an average efficiency higher
than 98 % and a negligible hadron contamination. The lu-

BRP

storage cell

minosity is measured by detecting Bhabha scattered target electrons in coincidence with the scattered positrons in
a pair of electromagnetic calorimeters [16]. The HERMES

Fig. 2. A schematic layout of the HERMES hydrogen target.

spectrometer is described in detail in [17].

From top to bottom: injection tube for atomic beam source
(ABS) [18], target chamber with cell and magnet, sample tube

2.2 The Hydrogen Target

and directions of target gas analyzer (TGA) and Breit-Rabi
polarimeter (BRP). The inset shows the cross section of the

A schematic diagram of the HERMES target is shown in

storage cell with injection (right) and sample (left) tubes.

Fig. 2. A beam of polarized hydrogen atoms is generated
by an atomic beam source (ABS) [18] and injected into the

radiation emerging from the machine magnets. The exact

center of the storage cell [19] via a side tube. The atoms

dose at the cell surface is not known. It is routinely ob-

then diffuse to the open ends of the cell where they are

served that the original hydrofobic Drifilm surfaces turn

removed by a high speed pumping system. The cell has

into hydrophil ones after exposure to the 27.5 GeV elec-

been coated with Drifilm, a silicon-based polymer provid-

tron beam as indicated by their different wetting proper-

ing radiation hardness properties, as demanded in the ac-

ties. A magnetic field of 330 mT sorrounding the cell pro-

celerator environment [20]. The coating procedure which

vides a quantization axis for the spins and inhibits nuclear

has been adopted is described in detail in Ref. [3]. The

spin relaxation by effectively decoupling nucleon and elec-

storage cell is protected by a system of tungsten collima-

tron spins. The beam emerging from a second side tube of

tors upstream of the target from the intense synchrotron

the cell is analyzed by a Breit-Rabi polarimeter (BRP) [9]
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to measure the polarization of the atoms and a target gas

the cell walls and αr , the fraction of the atoms that do not

analyzer (TGA) [21] to determine the atomic fraction.

recombine, is < 1. As the particles sampled from the center of the cell have experienced a different average number
of wall collisions than the ones at the edges of the cell, the

2.2.1 The target polarization

properties of the sample beam are slightly different from
The average target polarization as seen by the positron
beam is described by the following expression [22]:
PT = α0 αr Pa + α0 (1 − αr )βPa

the average values in the cell. In order to relate the average values over the cell (αr and Pa ) to the corresponding

(1)

measurements on the sample beam (αTr GA and P BRP ),
so called sampling corrections have to be introduced. The

In Eq.1 Pa is the nuclear polarization of the atoms in the
cell. The parameter β = Pm /Pa represents the relative

sampling corrections depend on the sensitivity of the BRP
and the TGA to the different parts of the cell and are de-

polarization of the recombined molecules with respect to
rived by Monte-Carlo simulations of the molecular flow by
the atomic polarization before recombination (0 ≤ β ≤ 1),

tracking the history of gas particles traveling through the

and it is the subject of the measurement presented in this
storage cell as described in Ref. [23].
paper. The atomic fractions α0 and αr are defined below.
Molecules inside the HERMES target have three origins:
residual gas in the scattering chamber containing the stor-

3 Measurement

age cell, molecules ballistically injected by the ABS and
atoms that recombine into molecules after entering the

3.1 Method

cell. Each contribution is directly measured with dedicated
calibrations by the TGA as described in Ref. [21]. For the
first two, the nucleons are not polarized while the recombined molecules may have a remnant nuclear polarization.

na
na + 2nm

larization β makes use of the double spin asymmetry in
the deep inelastic scattering of a longitudinally polarized
positron beam off a longitudinally polarized proton target.

The atomic fraction is defined as:
α=

The method adopted to extract the relative molecular po-

The cross sections σ + and σ − for parallel and antiparallel
(2)

where na and nm are the atomic and molecular populations averaged over the cell, is factorized into two terms α0
and αr . α0 is fraction of the target in atomic form for the

orientation of beam and target polarizations respectively,
are related to the unpolarized cross section σ0 by:
σ +/− = σ0 (1 ∓ PB PT A|| )

(3)

ideal case of no recombination inside the cell (αr =1). In

where PB and PT are the beam and target polarizations

nearly every case, however, recombination does occur on

and A|| is the longitudinal spin-correlation coefficient. In
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the experiment, the count rate asymmetry is measured:
C|| =

(N/L)− − (N/L)+
= PB PT A||
(N/L)− + (N/L)+

Table 1. Atomic polarization and atomic fraction at 100 K
and 260 K [22]

(4)
Tcell

Pa

α0

αr

where 4 N +,− denotes the number of events with paral-

100 K

0.906 ± 0.01

0.96 ± 0.03

0.945 ± 0.035

lel (anti-parallel) beam and target spins orientations cor-

260 K

0.939 ± 0.015

0.96 ± 0.03

0.26 ± 0.04

rected for the background arising from charge symmetric processes, as γ conversion, and L is the correspond-

PT260K = α260K
[α260K
+ (1 − α260K
)β 260K ]Pa260K (7)
0
r
r

ing luminosity. Two measurements have been performed

The values for α0100K,260K , αr100K,260K , Pa100K,260K are re-

to determine the polarization of the molecules. one with

ported in Table 1.

(almost) pure atomic target of known polarization and a
second with enhanced recombination. The increase in the
recombination rate was achieved by increasing the temperature of the target cell from 100 K (normal running
conditions) to 260 K. In this temperature range the main
mechanism responsible for recombination in the target cell
is the Eley-Rideal mechanism [24] in which an atom in
the gas phase hits a chemically bound atom on the surface with enough kinetic energy to overcome the activation
barrier. The increase in the target temperature results in
an increase of the kinetic energy of the atoms in the volume and in a higher recombination probability [25]. The
target parameters for the two different temperatures are
reported in Table 1: a large increase in the fraction (1−αr )
of recombined atoms from 0.055 at 100 K to 0.74 at 260
K can be deduced. As the spin-correlation coefficient A||
is independent from the experimental conditions, we can

3.2 Extraction of the parameter β
In order to compare the asymmetries of Eq. 5, a minimization procedure has been used. Eq. 5 has two unknowns:
β 100K and β 260K , which have been considered independent since the surface conditions at 100 K and 260 K might
be different. In Eq. 5 two unknowns are present: β 100K
and β 260K , as the surface conditions at 100 K and 260
K might be different, they have been considered independently. The value β 260K has been determined by varying
its value until the function F (β) described by:

2
C||i 100K
260K
X  ( PC||i
− ( PB PT )

P )
F (β) =
 B T
1/2 
260K )2 + (δ 100K )2
bins
(δC||i
C||i

(8)

was minimized. The minimization has been studied as a
function of the parameter β 100K . In Eq.8 C||i is the count
rate asymmetry in the i-bin of the kinematic plane and
δC||i is its related statistical uncertainty (the statistical

write:
(

C|| 100K
C|| 260K
)
=(
)
PT PB
PT PB

(5)

The target polarizations can be expressed by (see Eq. (1)):
PT100K = α100K
[α100K
+ (1 − α100K
)β 100K ]Pa100K (6)
0
r
r

uncertainties of PT and PB are negligible). The summation is made over all the kinematic bins of the asymmetry measurement. The binning of the kinematic plane has
been accomplished according to the one adopted in the

F(β)
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74

events) compared to the 100 K data sample (2.5 million

β-100K=0.0,β-260K=0.66+-0.09
β-100K=0.2,β-260K=0.68+-0.09

72

events). The statistical error was calculated by highering

β-100K=0.4,β-260K=0.69+-0.09

the minimum of F (β 260K ) by one unit and was found to

β-100K=0.6,β-260K=0.70+-0.09

70

β-100K=0.8,β-260K=0.71+-0.09

be rather independent from the choice of β 100K . The main

β-100K=1.0,β-260K=0.72+-0.09

source of the systematic error arises from the uncertainty

68

in α260K
. The rapid growth of the systematic error imr
66

posed by the sampling technique for values of αTr GA sig-

64

nificantly below 1, as for the data taken at 260 K, excludes

62

this method for the present study. In order to limit the
uncertainty in α260K
an alternative method has been apr

60

plied. Coincident Bhabha-scattering event rates detected
58

by the luminosity monitor are proportional to the tar-

56

get density which, if the atomic flux injected in the cell
0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 is constant, depends on the atomic fraction. (The atoms
β-260K
√
recombined into molecules have a 2 higher density due

Fig. 3. F (β) as a function of β 260K for fixed values of β 100K
in the allowed range 0 ≤ β

100K

≤ 1.

to their lower velocity). The comparison of the Bhabharates detected at 100 K and 260 K allowed to limit the

extraction of the g1p spin-dependent structure function of

interval of α260K
as determined by the sampling method
r

the proton from the A|| asymmetry, as it is described in

(0.19 ≤ α260K
≤ 0.72) to the more precise value reported
r

[12]. The result of the minimization procedure is shown in

in Table 1. The details of this measurement are given in

Fig. 3

[22]. Systematic uncertainties as the uncertainty in α0 and

As at 100 K only a few percent of the gas is in molecular form (0.055±0.035, see Table 1), the final result is prac-

PB , which are common to both the 100 K and the 260 K
measurements, cancel in the ratio in Eq.8. The stability

tically insensitive to the value assumed for β 100K . Using

of the result has been investigated by varying target data

the extreme assumption β 100K = 0.5 ± 0.5, the following

quality criteria and by varying the number of kinematic

value has been obtained for β 260K :

bins considered in Eq. 8: no systematic effect could be
detected beyond the statistical accuracy.

β 260K = 0.68 ± 0.09stat ± 0.06syst

(9)

The uncertainty of the measurement is dominated by
the low statistics of the data taken at 260 K (0.19 million

9

This evidences a residual nuclear polarization for the

3.3 Nuclear polarization of surface atoms

chemically bound surface atoms which recombine.
By assuming that the nucleon spins are not affected by
the recombination process, the nuclear polarization of the
0
molecule at its formation (Pm
) can be evaluated by taking

4 Discussion and Outlook

the average value of the polarization of the atom coming

The present result differs from the one of the experiment

from the volume (P a ) and of the one sitting on the surface

described in Ref.[10] which indicated that residual atoms

(P s ):

on a copper surface retain no polarizatoin at all. As both
measurements are sensitive to the nuclear polarization of
0
Pm
=

Pa + P s
2

(10)

the molecular gas coming from the recombination process
where one atom of each recombined molecule comes from

The loss of polarization of the molecule after recombithe surface, they are actually comparing the nuclear spin
nation has been well described in [10]. In free flight, the
relaxation time of atoms on the surface τr with the resiinternal molecular fields Bc from the spin-rotation inter-

dence time on the surface τd . These times are related by

action and the direct dipole-dipole interaction cause the
the equation:
nuclei to rapidly precess around a direction which is skew
Ps = P a
to the external field by Bc /B. The orientation of Bc is

τr
τd + τ r

(13)

randomized at each wall collision. Between successive wall

By using the result of Eq. 12 and of Ref. [10] we can de-

collisions, the component of the polarization along the ex-

rive τr ≈ τd for Drifilm and τr  τd for copper, evidenc-

ternal field decreases by an amount (Bc /B)2 and after n

ing that, as expected, for a metal surface the relaxation

wall bounces:

processes are much stronger than on an inert surface like
silane.
0 −n(Bc /B)
Pm = P m
e

2

(11)

An upper limit for the residence time of the atoms on
the cell surface τd can be derived by considering a uniform

where Bc for H2 is 6.1 mT. For the HERMES cell, we

surface where all the sites are catalytic and by using the

have the values: n ≈ 300 [23], B ≈ 330 mT so that Eq. 11

equation:

0
allows one to conclude Pm ≈ 0.9Pm
. From the extracted

value of β

260K

and making use of Eq. 10 and of the value

for Pa260K (see Table 1), we are able to give an estimate
for the residual polarization of the atoms on the surface:

τd ≈

Ns
Ninj (1 − αr )

(14)

where Ns is the total number of catalytic sites on the
cell surface S, Ninj is the number of injected atoms per
second. By assuming an area per surface site of 4Å2 , taking

Ps260K = 0.46 ± 0.22tot .

(12)

S ≈ 0.026m2 [19], Ninj ≈ 6.5 × 1016 atoms/s [18] and

10

αr ≈ 0.26 (Tab. 1) one obtains τd ≈ 14 s and a relaxation

the U.K. Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Coun-

time τr of the same order.

cil and Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Coun-

The result obtained for the Driflim showing a nonnegligible polarization preserved by the surface atoms, is

cil; and the U.S. Department of Energy and National Science Foundation.

promising in view of the possible realization of a gaseous
molecular target.

5 Conclusions
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